AMENDMENTS TO HOUSE BILL 937, AS AMENDED
(First Reading File Bill)

AMENDMENT NO. 1
On page 1 of the bill, strike beginning with “establishing” in line 3 down through “Health;” in line 4; in lines 4 and 5, strike “Abortion Care Clinical Training Program” and substitute “Premature Marylanders Hope Fellowship”; and strike in their entirety lines 9 through 14, inclusive, and substitute:

“BY adding to
Article – Education
Section 13–314
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2018 Replacement Volume and 2021 Supplement)”.

On page 1 of the Health and Government Operations Committee Amendments (HB0937/823122/1), in line 20 of Amendment No. 1, strike “; and 15–103(a)(2)(xviii)”;
and after line 26, insert:

“BY adding to
Article – Health - General
Section 15–103(a)(2)(xviii)
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2019 Replacement Volume and 2021 Supplement)”.

AMENDMENT NO. 2
On pages 2 through 4 of the bill, strike in their entirety the lines beginning with line 10 on page 2 through line 22 on page 4, inclusive.

On page 4 of the bill, after line 22, insert:

“Article – Education

13–314.

(A) IN THIS SECTION, “FUND” MEANS THE PREMATURE MARYLANDERS HOPE FELLOWSHIP FUND.”;

in lines 23, 24, 25, and 26, strike“(A), “(B), “(C), and “(D), respectively, and substitute “(B), “(C), “(D), and “(E), respectively; in line 23, strike “AN ABORTION CARE CLINICAL TRAINING PROGRAM” and substitute “A PREMATURE MARYLANDERS HOPE FELLOWSHIP”; in line 24, strike “PURPOSE” and substitute “PURPOSES”; in the same line, strike “IS” and substitute “ARE”; in the same line, strike “SUPPORT THE PROGRAM” and substitute “:”

(1) EXPAND THE NEONATAL–PERINATAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM AT THE UNIVERSITY; AND

(2) ENCOURAGE GRADUATES OF THE NEONATAL–PERINATAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM TO PRACTICE IN UNDERSERVED AREAS OF THE STATE”;

and in line 25, strike “DEPARTMENT” and substitute “MEDICAL SYSTEM”.

On page 5 of the bill, in lines 1, 3, 9, 10, 15, 17, and 20, strike“(E), “(F), “(G), “(H), “(I), “(J), and “(K), respectively, and substitute“(F), “(G), “(H), “(I), “(J), “(K), and “(L), respectively; in line 9, strike “THE PROGRAM” and substitute “:"
(1) **EXPANDING THE NEONATAL–PERINATAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM AT THE UNIVERSITY; AND**

(2) **PROVIDING BONUSES TO GRADUATES OF THE NEONATAL–PERINATAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM WHO PRACTICE IN UNDERSERVED AREAS OF THE STATE, AS DETERMINED BY THE MEDICAL SYSTEM, FOR AT LEAST 5 YEARS AFTER THE DATE ON WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL GRADUATED FROM THE NEONATAL–PERINATAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM**;

in line 16, strike “SECRETARY” and substitute “CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER”; and strike in their entirety lines 22 through 25, inclusive.

On page 8 of the bill, in line 20, strike “ABORTION CARE CLINICAL TRAINING PROGRAM” and substitute “PREMATURE MARYLANDERS HOPE FELLOWSHIP”.